
VIDEO
F O R  T H E  A D V E N T U R O U S  S O U L

PRE PRODUCTION

 
This is where we figure out
the best game plan for your
business. We decide on the

video concept, the look, feel
and style. I will write the

script, cast any actors,
decide on location, set and

lock down all details
involved with how your

video is going to look,
sound, feel & perform! 

PRODUCTION

 
We're rolling! Now that we

have the road map
developed, it's time to put it

all together in front of the
cameras! This is where we

do what we do best-
connect with others to

create a compelling story. In
addition to usual video

footage, I will get drone
footage and record a

personal voice over that
tells your story through my

perspective.

POST PRODUCTION

 
If production is putting in all
the ingredients together to
bake the cake that we made
from the recipe developed

in pre-production, then
post-production is putting
the icing on that cake and
making it look irresistibly

delicious. Our editorial
team kicks in to helps shape

your story into a 1-2 min
film. They will handle color-

correction, record voice
overs, clean up the audio,

add music, create graphics
and make sure your video

looks exactly like we
planned in pre production.
It's at this stage that you'll

see the first cut. 

1 day 1-3 days 2 weeks

FINAL REVISIONS

 
 

 

 
Once you've seen the first cut, you'll have a chance to share your thoughts with us. There is
one round of revisions allowed at this stage, within reasonable expectations and within the
scope of the original video concept. 

OUTPUT

 
 

With the final cut complete and your approval signed-off, we create high quality files of
your video that can be used for a variety of formats, be it for the web, trade shows, or
broadcast television. 
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1-2 minute film


